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Back in the 1970s, one of the hot
fields of biology was co-evolution.
Biologists dwelt on how the symbiosis
between organisms such as plants and
insects helped drive their mutual
evolution. Since the 1980s, science
journals and science journalists have
been undergoing a co-evolution of
their own. Today, that relationship is
driving much of the science coverage,
as reporters unwittingly cede more
and more judgment to the journal
editors in exchange for easy stories.
Here's how it evolved. In the
early 1980s, science reporters would
receive, in the mail, the abstracts
from Science magazine and an
advance copy of the New England
Journal of Medicine. It was incumbent
on the reporter to sift through the
jargon, look for local angles, and dig
out the gems that would make good
reading, viewing or listening.
But when Nature decided to stake
a claim on the US market, it added an
important innovation. Instead of
simply sending out abstracts or
advance copies, the editors of Nature
started crafting clever synopses of the
stories they thought would have
popular appeal. This salesmanship
worked and other journals followed
suit. A classic example dates back to
1988. Science published a paper called
“Changing the Identity of a tRNA by
Introducing a G-U Wobble Pair near
the 3' Acceptor End,” which
journalists universally ignored. But a
few weeks later, Cell published a
similar paper. It was billed in the Cell
press release as the “second genetic
code,” and that story got prominent
play, to the dismay of the slighted
author of the Science paper.
Science realized that it, too, needed
to send out sexy lay-language teases
of its contents to lure reporters. So it
joined in the trend. Science still
distributes abstracts of all its articles,
but few reporters ever report on the
also-rans that aren’t among the 12 or so
articles chosen for special treatment.
It’s obvious that this prepackaging
works well (though the New England
Journal of Medicine still gets plenty of
ink without any digests or gimmicks).
Wire service reporters are always on
the lookout for something quick and
easy to put out. So are local TV
stations, which are a major source of
news for Americans, and which may
require a health/medicine/science
reporter to find something to put on
the air every single day.
Why check out a good story — it
might not be true?
Even more deliberative reporters at
major newspapers and networks have
to keep a close eye on the releases.
News isn’t simply what’s new and
different — it’s what the competition
is going to run with. And once a
reporter starts making calls, based on
a provocative tease, the story gains a
momentum of its own, even if it turns
out to be more hype than substance.
The self-promotional press digests
are now cropping up everywhere. The
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences was rarely a source of science
news because it took hours simply to
peruse the abstracts. Now, journalists
get a biweekly package highlighting
two or three articles that could
possibly be of general interest,
courtesy of the editors. The Lancet
sends out releases. And even the
Journal of Clinical Investigation has
started pitching its stories with lay-
language press releases. Alas, even
sexy headlines like “Protein
Alchemy” aren’t enough to lure most
reporters into writing about how folks
at the Yale laboratory of Molecular
Biophysics were able to convert the
B1 domain of Streptococcal IgG-
binding protein G into a protein
which adopts a very different four-
helix bundle fold. But give Nature
Structural Biology credit for its
chutzpah. Nature pioneered the art of
cute releases and, although they have
been toned down in recent years,
reporters are still tempted into stories
with provocative come-ons such as,
“A Gene for Social Behaviour?”
which recently drew attention to a
very speculative link between the X
chromosome and social skills.
As more and more journals add
their own tip sheets, editors are
evolving new ways to jockey for
position. The monthly Nature
journals, for instance, all have
conveniently different embargo dates,
so that a reporter doesn’t have to
choose between an article in the July
Nature Medicine and the July Nature
Genetics. And if that’s not enough, the
weekly journals are increasingly
shifting their embargo dates so news
of one paper can appear in a Tuesday
newspaper two days in advance of the
publication date, while others in the
same journal are embargoed to appear
in the Thursday press.
It’s not just the peer-reviewed
journals anymore. Scientific American
and Discover have promoted their
own reports. The New Scientist is
perhaps the most successful of all,
with tip sheets heralding provocative
stories like “Middle-aged Bees
Dabble in Death.” Reuters in
London frequently picks up the top
story and attributes it straight to the
magazine instead of attempting to do
any original reporting. (Why check
out a good story — it might not be
true, and then where would you be?)
The obvious result of this
salesmanship is that journal editors
are having increasingly more clout
over what appears in the lay press.
Every now and then, an interesting
article that probably would have
gone unnoticed gets the attention it
deserves. But often, journals simply
get to see their names in print, as
reporters chase after stories that
aren’t sensational, but have
nonetheless been anointed as news.
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